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Beyond the Sea David L. Golemon
2017-06-13 The Soviet battle cruiser
Simbirsk, which launched in June 1940
and was reported sunk in 1944 with
the loss of all hands, is still
sailing the open sea. January 2017:
American Los Angeles class submarine
USS Houston is tracking a surface
target that is not listed as part of
the Russian navy’s response to the
NATO maneuvers. What they find will
set in motion the answers to one of
the great mysteries of World War II.
With the Russian navy bearing down on
the Houston and international
tensions running high, the United
States Navy declares the Soviet-era
derelict legal salvage under
international law. With the world’s
most powerful navies going toe-to-toe
in the North Atlantic, the President
of the United States calls upon the
one organization that has a chance to
figure out why this ship is in this
time, in this place—Department 5656,
also known as the Event Group. When
the Event Group arrives, they are
confronted by three warships of the
Russian Navy who have come to claim
their nation's property. The two
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon
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groups meet and soon discover that
the ancient battle cruiser is not a
derelict at all, but fully functional
with a mysterious apparatus that sent
the original crew to their deaths. In
the midst of their warfare in the
tossing seas, both navies are sent
into a realm of unimaginable
terror—an alternate world of water,
ice, and death. The Event Group has a
new mission when relics of the fabled
Philadelphia Experiment surface in
Beyond the Sea, the twelfth thrilling
hit in New York Times bestselling
author David L. Golemon's Event Group
series.
Pulse Jeremy Robinson 2010-04-01 HOW
MANY PEOPLE WOULD YOU KILL TO LIVE
FOREVER? Imagine a world where
soldiers regenerate and continue
fighting without pause, where suicide
bombers live to strike again and
again. This is the dream of Richard
Ridley, founder of Manifold Genetics,
and he has just discovered the key to
eternal life: an ancient artifact
buried beneath a Greek-inscribed
stone in the Peruvian desert. When
Manifold steals the artifact and
abducts archeologist Dr. George
Pierce, United States Special Forces
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Delta operator Jack Sigler, call sign
King, and his "Chess Team" —Queen,
Knight, Rook, Bishop, and their
handler, Deep Blue—give chase. Formed
under special order from President
Duncan, they are the best of
America's Special Forces, tasked with
antiterrorism missions that take them
around the world against any threat,
ancient, modern, and at times,
inhuman. With cutting-edge weapons,
tough-as-nails tactics, and keen
intellects, they stand alone on the
brink, facing the world's most
dangerous threats. Ridley's plan to
create unstoppable soldiers has just
made him threat number one. Tension
soars along with the body count as
the team faces high-tech security
forces, hordes of "regens," the
horrific results of Manifold's
experiments, and a resurrected
mythological predator complete with
regenerative abilities, seven heads,
and a savage appetite. The Chess Team
races to save Pierce and stop
Manifold before they change the face
of genetics—and human
history—forever. Heart-pounding
action combines with adrenalinecharged suspense in the first of
Jeremy Robinson's smart, sharp series
featuring the Chess Team.
Ice Station Wolfenstein P.w. Child
2015-02-05 Sam Cleave, reporter for a
small newspaper, has seen better
days. After his partner was killed
during an undercover investigation,
he lost his passion for work and
living. But when a resident of a
nearby assisted living home is
tortured and murdered in a barbaric
manner, he starts investigating. He
is especially intrigued when a
mysterious box is given to him that
belonged to the dead man, but he
needs help to interpret what it
means. He teams up with Nina Gould,
an expert in World War II history.
Soon the two of them realize that
they are about to discover one of the
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

best-guarded secrets of the war, It
dawns on them that this would be the
discovery of a lifetime, a discovery
of immeasurable value, and a
discovery that men would kill for.
They join an expedition, sponsored by
an eccentric billionaire, hunting for
gold and breathtaking art buried deep
below the Antarctic surface. Instead
of gold and stolen art, they find
something terrifyingly disturbing
beneath the eternal ice. A team of
Nazi scientists has made an amazing
discovery. But experiments have gone
terribly wrong. The situation gets
out of hand, and before long the
expedition members find themselves
peering into the deepest recesses of
the human soul. Nina and Sam realize
that their only hope for survival is
to unlock the secrets of Ice Station
Wolfenstein. Ice Station Wolfenstein
leads the reader on a roller-coaster
ride in search of a legend. Packed
with breathtaking suspense and nerveshredding action, Ice Station
Wolfenstein is a thrilling read for
all fans of action, suspense, and
intrigue.
Communication Between Cultures Larry
A. Samovar 2016-01-01 Packed with
current research and examples,
bestselling COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
CULTURES, 9E equips readers with a
deep understanding and appreciation
of different cultures while helping
them develop practical communication
skills. Part I introduces the study
of communication and culture; Part II
focuses on the ability of culture to
shape and modify our view of reality;
Part III puts the theory of
intercultural communication into
practice; and Part IV converts
knowledge into action. This is the
only text to consistently emphasize
religion and history as key variables
in intercultural communication.
Compelling examples help readers
examine their own assumptions,
perceptions, and cultural biases--so
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they can understand the subtle and
profound ways culture affects
communication. The ninth edition
offers expanded discussions of the
impact of globalization, a new
chapter on intercultural
communication competence, and more
coverage of new technology. Important
Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the
product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Ancients David L. Golemon 2008-08-05
When an ancient weapon of
unprecedented destruction with ties
to the fall of Atlantis is discovered
in the South Pacific, Colonel Jack
Collins and his covert team of Event
Group agents work to prevent the
weapon from falling into the hands of
hate groups who would destroy the
world. 30,000 first printing.
Leviathan David L. Golemon 2009-08-04
The ships of the world are under
attack, attacks so sudden and vicious
that many ships are lost without a
single distress call. The navies of
the world start a frenzied search,
but even these ships disappear
without a trace. Enter the Event
Group, the most secret organization
in U.S. history. Armed with proof
that history is repeating itself, the
Group finds themselves in the grasp
of an insane genius straight out of
the pages of Jules Verne. They are up
against the descendent of the man who
was the inspiration for the captain
of a vessel known to the world as
Nautilus. Legend comes to life in the
form of Leviathan, the most advanced
undersea vessel in history. She will
stop at nothing to save the seas and
to render justice to humankind for a
world that has long been dying, a
world Leviathan plans to alter
forever, unless the Event Group can
stop her!
Subterranean James Rollins 2009-03-17
Revisit the remarkable debut novel
that launched the career of New York
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

Times bestselling author James
Rollins. The Earth’s last mystery is
about to be revealed…The world
beneath the world is waiting. Beneath
the ice at the bottom of the Earth is
a magnificent subterranean labyrinth,
a place of breathtaking wonders—and
terrors beyond imagining. A team of
specialists led by archaeologist
Ashley Carter has been hand-picked to
explore this secret place and to
uncover the riches it holds. But they
are not the first to venture here—and
those they follow did not return.
There are mysteries here older than
time and revelations that could
change the world. But there are also
things that should not be
disturbed—and a devastating truth
that could doom Ashley and the
expedition: they are not alone.
Can't Hurt Me David Goggins
2021-04-01 New York Times Bestseller
Over 2.5 million copies sold For
David Goggins, childhood was a
nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and
physical abuse colored his days and
haunted his nights. But through selfdiscipline, mental toughness, and
hard work, Goggins transformed
himself from a depressed, overweight
young man with no future into a U.S.
Armed Forces icon and one of the
world's top endurance athletes. The
only man in history to complete elite
training as a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger,
and Air Force Tactical Air
Controller, he went on to set records
in numerous endurance events,
inspiring Outside magazine to name
him The Fittest (Real) Man in
America. In this curse-word-free
edition of Can't Hurt Me, he shares
his astonishing life story and
reveals that most of us tap into only
40% of our capabilities. Goggins
calls this The 40% Rule, and his
story illuminates a path that anyone
can follow to push past pain,
demolish fear, and reach their full
potential.
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The Event Group Thriller Collection,
Books 1-12 David L. Golemon
2017-11-21 New York Times bestselling
author David L. Golemon's Event Group
series is an "increasingly clever
series" (Booklist) about Department
5656, also known as the Event Group,
a secret government agency dedicated
to solving America's past mysteries
and bringing forth the truth behind
myths and legends. Here together in a
low priced eBook bundle are the first
twelve novels in this action-packed,
thrilling series. EVENT LEGEND
ANCIENTS LEVIATHAN PRIMEVAL LEGACY
RIPPER CARPATHIAN OVERLORD THE
MOUNTAIN THE TRAVELER BEYOND THE SEA
Raising the Past Jeremy Robinson 2006
Arctic adventure that explores
origins of the human species. It
starts with the excavation of a
frozen mammoth in the wilds of the
Candian tundra and ends with a
pitched battle for the future of
mankind.
Event David L. Golemon 2010-04-01 In
the summer of 1947, an unidentified
object crashed in Roswell, New
Mexico. There were no survivors. Now
it's happened again. But this time,
two creatures have emerged from the
wreckage alive . . . One is a small
being that is kind and benevolent,
brimming with intense emotion and
intelligence. The other, however, is
an animal of remarkable strength and
power. It has been brought
clandestinely to our world with one
sole purpose: the total extinction of
all life on Earth. It is called the
Destroyer of Worlds. Only the Event
Group, the most secret agency in the
history of the U.S. government, is
prepared to wage battle against such
a creature. The Event Group is a
dedicated collection of the nation's
most brilliant men and women of
science, philosophy and the military.
Their difficult task: solving the
mysteries of the past and uncovering
the hidden truths behind the myths
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

and legends propagated throughout
world history. In doing so they
protect America from past mistakes--and ensure that history's errors will
never be repeated. An act of war that
started in New Mexico decades ago,
and was covered up by another far
darker organization, has been
discovered by the Group at the same
time as the new and seemingly
identical incident threatens to wipe
out the Earth's population. In the
desert wastelands of the American
Southwest, a battle is about to
commence as the two creatures set out
to fulfill their own destinies among
the human race. Led by the valiant
Major Jack Collins, the Event Group
wages total war in the heat-soaked
sands of the desert landscape. Using
the benevolent creature as an ally
and resource, they combine forces
with the powerful might of the U.S.
military and prepare themselves for
an epic battle against the most
dangerous threat against human
existence that history has ever seen.
Event tells of an epic struggle
between two worlds. Author David Lynn
Golemon has written a classic
supernatural thriller, each page
bringing human civilization closer to
extinction, that proves a blistering
roller-coaster ride of thrills and
adventure.
Ripper David L. Golemon 2013-03-26
More than a century after a violent
scientist escapes upon developing a
mutant fighting gene and committing
the Jack the Ripper murders, the
secret Event Group agency discovers
his formula while working against a
feared enemy and unleashes a dire
threat in the complex that turns
colleagues against each other.
Reprint. 100,000 first printing.
Deep Past Eugene Linden 2019-05-14 “A
fascinating thriller… Linden does a
masterly job of integrating
intriguing speculative science into a
page-turning plot.” —Publisher's
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Weekly, starred review If nature
could invent intelligence of our
scale in a blink of geologic time,
who’s to say it hasn’t been done
before… A routine dig in Kazakhstan
takes a radical turn for thirty-twoyear-old anthropologist Claire
Knowland when a stranger turns up at
the site with a bizarre find from a
remote section of the desolate Kazakh
Steppe. Her initial skepticism of
this mysterious discovery gives way
to a realization that the find will
shake the very foundations of our
understanding of evolution and
intelligence. Corrupt politics of
Kazakhstan force Claire to take
reckless chances with the discovery.
Among the allies she gathers in her
fight to save herself and bring the
discovery to light is Sergei Anachev,
a brilliant but enigmatic Russian
geologist who becomes her unlikely
protector even as he deals with his
own unknown crisis. Ultimately,
Claire finds herself fighting not
just for the discovery and her
academic reputation, but for her very
life as great power conflict engulfs
the unstable region and an
unscrupulous oligarch attempts to
take advantage of the chaos. Drawing
on Eugene Linden’s celebrated nonfiction investigations into what
makes humans different from other
species, this international thriller
mixes fact and the fantastical, the
realities of academic politics, and
high stakes geopolitics—engaging the
reader every step of the way.
Overlord David L. Golemon 2014-07-15
In the stunning conclusion to the
Matchstick Man saga that began with
Event and continued with Legacy, the
End of Days is upon humanity--invasion has arrived! Some speculate
that the war between the two worlds
began 700 million years ago, while
others say it started in 1947 over a
small town in New Mexico called
Roswell. Regardless of dates, the war
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

is now upon us, and after centuries
of watching, the enemy attacked. The
plans of a million years are finally
ready for what we have always known
was coming---Armageddon. As world
allies fall to the wayside, a growing
political faction from several
nations sends a clear signal that
cooperation between the superpowers
and the lesser states cannot succeed.
As nations start a mad scramble to
realign their military structures,
the war begins silently in the depths
of the oceans, and flares to global
brightness with the first military
strike in history between two
different worlds. Only one element in
the arsenal of the world can possibly
give Earth a fighting chance at
survival---a small being that has
already saved the world once in the
Arizona desert is now called upon to
outthink his former masters---the
Matchstick Man. While Matchstick Man
searches for the real motivation
behind the invasion, the Event Group
is the one entity that refuses to
accept the inevitable defeat of
humankind. They've learned that the
answer to this war has always been
here on earth buried deeply in our
ancient past, and that they may even
hold the clue to salvation inside
their own artifact vault. But with
the devastating loss of its military
arm and one of their leaders, Colonel
Jack Collins, the group is being torn
apart by internal conflict and
devastating personal decisions. Even
worse, the group's old enemies have
returned to take revenge, and the
worst fears of Department 5656 are
realized---a breach in security
allows intruders to get at the
secrets inside the complex in Nevada.
Can the group come together to defeat
their enemy and defend the planet? As
the war wages on, countries fall,
nations fight to the last man, and
the fate of the planet depends on a
few good men and women in this
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action-packed thrill ride from New
York Times bestselling author David
L. Golemon.
Legend David L. Golemon 2007-08-21 Go
down a river of no return, toward a
fateful meeting with an animal that
predates mankind's existence by
ninety million years---after a
treasure that has captured man's
desires for centuries. This is what
Legends are made of. The year 1533:
Sent by Francisco Pizarro, Captain
Hernando Padilla and his small
Spanish expedition found the legend
that men had only dared to whisper.
In a lost valley deep in Brazil, he
discovered what had driven men of
greatness into sheer madness: El
Dorado, the largest gold deposit in
the world, hidden away from the march
of time, preserved as the pristine
Eden of wondrous sights and forgotten
people. But what he found wasn't just
gold. Instead, Padilla and his crew
awakened a devil hidden in the lost
valley, a beast of the Amazon who
rises from the mother of all waters
to viciously kill any who threaten
the secret of the long-vanished
Incas. But one soldier survives the
bloody savagery and, before dying,
shares his story with a lone priest
in Peru. A secret the Vatican quickly
buried away. The Present: Professor
Helen Zachary is searching for a
hidden legend, buried deep within the
Amazon Basin---a great beast who has
survived there since the dawn of
time, a being ready to plunge modern
science into a world of darkness. And
into this darkness, Professor Zachary
and her team vanish. Now a letter
from a colleague of Zachary's sends
the Event Group, led by Major Jack
Collins, chasing down the professor's
lost expedition and into the
legendary darkness of the Amazon.
Dedicated to discovering the truth
behind the myths and legends
propagated throughout world history,
the Event Group---an agency within
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

the U.S. government that officially
doesn't exist---ensures that mistakes
from the past are never repeated.
They are a dedicated collection of
the nation's most brilliant men and
women of science, philosophy and the
military. Using cutting-edge
technology exclusively designed for
the Event Group by the U.S. military,
they travel from Brazil to the Little
Bighorn, from Columbia to the
hallowed grounds of Arlington
National Cemetery. As they do, the
Event Group faces mounting opposition
from several different adversaries
bent on either discovering the
whereabouts of El Dorado . . . or
trying to bury the legend forever.
The Mountain David L. Golemon
2015-08-04 In 1863 a meeting takes
place between legendary war leaders-a secret alliance that will never
show up in any American history
books. A clandestine arrangement has
been struck for a single chance to
heal a war-torn nation. The mission
is to bring the greatest prize in the
world back to American soil-remnants
of pre-history's greatest ship and
most startling mystery. The prize may
lie on a mountain top inside the
fierce Ottoman Empire, yet the men
who seek it are only days away from
trying to kill one another. In 2007,
America's darkest agency known to
only a privileged few as the Event
Group, has been tasked by the
President to bring home a famous
former astronaut who was on a mission
to bring back the greatest biblical
artifact-Noah's Ark. It will be up to
the newly-installed Director of
Security at Department 5656, Major
Jack Collins and his team of
brilliant men and women, to rescue
the archeological expedition from
forces that will kill to keep the
mysterious artifacts inside the
territorial borders of Turkey. THE
MOUNTAIN is the latest entry in a
series that ratchets up the suspense
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with each new installment. Combining
the action of James Rollins and
Matthew Reilly, David L. Golemon sets
the bar even higher with his New York
Times bestselling series.
Start with Why Simon Sinek 2011-12-27
The inspirational bestseller that
ignited a movement and asked us to
find our WHY Discover the book that
is captivating millions on TikTok and
that served as the basis for one of
the most popular TED Talks of all
time—with more than 56 million views
and counting. Over a decade ago,
Simon Sinek started a movement that
inspired millions to demand purpose
at work, to ask what was the WHY of
their organization. Since then,
millions have been touched by the
power of his ideas, and these ideas
remain as relevant and timely as
ever. START WITH WHY asks (and
answers) the questions: why are some
people and organizations more
innovative, more influential, and
more profitable than others? Why do
some command greater loyalty from
customers and employees alike? Even
among the successful, why are so few
able to repeat their success over and
over? People like Martin Luther King
Jr., Steve Jobs, and the Wright
Brothers had little in common, but
they all started with WHY. They
realized that people won't truly buy
into a product, service, movement, or
idea until they understand the WHY
behind it. START WITH WHY shows that
the leaders who have had the greatest
influence in the world all think, act
and communicate the same way—and it's
the opposite of what everyone else
does. Sinek calls this powerful idea
The Golden Circle, and it provides a
framework upon which organizations
can be built, movements can be led,
and people can be inspired. And it
all starts with WHY.
The Expected One Kathleen McGowan
2008-12-09 A deadly political rivalry
that ended in two brutal
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

executions...An intricate love
triangle that altered the course of
history...A religious revolution that
changed the world... THE TREASURE...
For two thousand years, an
undiscovered treasure rested in the
rocky wilds of the French Pyrenees. A
series of scrolls written in the
first century by Mary Magdalene,
these startling documents hold the
power to redefine the events and
characters of the New Testament.
Protected by supernatural forces, the
priceless cache can only be uncovered
by a special seeker, one who has been
chosen for the task by divine
providence - The Expected One. THE
CHOSEN ONE... When journalist Maureen
Paschal begins the research for a new
book, she has no idea that she is
stepping into an ancient mystery so
complex and dangerous that thousands
of people have killed and died for
it. As a long buried family scandal
comes to light, she can no longer
deny her own role in a deadly drama
of epic international consequences.
Dourado David Wood 2013-07 A sunken
treasure. An ancient Biblical
artifact. A mystery as old as
humankind. On January 25, 1829, the
Portuguese brig Dourado sank off the
coast of Indonesia, losing its cargo
of priceless treasures from the Holy
Land. One of these lost relics holds
the key to an ancient mystery. But
someone does not want this treasure
to come to light. When her father is
murdered while searching for the
Dourado, Kaylin Maxwell hires
treasure hunter and former Navy Seal
Dane Maddock and his partner Uriah
"Bones" Bonebrake, to locate the
Dourado, and recover a lost Biblical
artifact, the truth behind which
could shake the foundations of the
church, and call into question the
fundamentally held truths of human
existence. Join Dane and Bones on a
perilous adventure that carries them
from the depths of the Pacific to
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ancient cities of stone as they
unravel the mystery of the Dourado.
The Supernaturals David L. Golemon
2016-10-18 Named One of Riffle's Ten
Best Haunted House Books of All Time
Built at the turn of the twentieth
century by one of the richest and
most powerful men in the world tucked
away in the pristine Pocono
Mountains, Summer Place, a retreat
for the rich and famous, seems the
very essence of charm and beauty, “a
scene borrowed from a wondrous
fairytale of gingerbread houses,
bright forests, and glowing, sunny
meadows.” But behind the yellow and
white trimmed exterior lurks an evil,
waiting to devour the unwary... Seven
years ago, Professor Gabriel
Kennedy’s investigation into
paranormal activity at Summer Place
ended in tragedy, and destroyed his
career. Now, Kelly Delaphoy, the
ambitious producer of a top-rated
ghost-hunting television series, is
determined to make Summer Place the
centerpiece of an epic live broadcast
on Halloween night. To ensure
success, she needs help from the one
man who has come face-to-face with
the evil that dwells in Summer Place,
a man still haunted by the ghosts of
his own failure. Disgraced and
alienated from the academic
community, Kennedy wants nothing to
do with the event. But Summer Place
has other plans... As Summer Place
grows stronger, Kennedy, along with
the paranormal ghost hunting team,
The Supernaturals, sets out to
confront...and if possible,
destroy...the evil presence dwelling
there.
The Spaceship Next Door Gene Doucette
2018-09-04 When a spaceship lands in
Sorrow Falls, a lovable and fearless
small-town girl is the planet’s only
hope for survival Three years ago, a
spaceship landed in an open field in
the quiet mill town of Sorrow Falls,
Massachusetts. It never opened its
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

doors, and for all that time, the
townspeople have wondered why the
ship landed there, and what—or
who—could be inside. Then one day a
government operative—posing as a
journalist—arrives in town, asking
questions. He discovers sixteen-yearold Annie Collins, one of the ship’s
closest neighbors and a local fixture
known throughout the town, who has
some of the answers. As a matter of
fact, Annie Collins might be the most
important person on the planet. She
just doesn’t know it.
Empire of the Dragon David L. Golemon
2018 Join Colonel Jack Collins, Carl
Everett, and Director Niles Compton,
and the rest of the Event Group
staff, in their latest adventure!
Skies will explode, oceans of sand
will rise, and ancient seas from the
bowels of the Earth will be called
upon to protect the greatest secret
in all of China-The legend of Empire
of the Dragon.
Carpathian David L. Golemon
2013-07-30 When the remains of an
unknown animal are unearthed at the
ruins of Jericho, Jack Collins and
his Event Group team embark on a race
to save historical artifacts while
gaining insight into magical forces
that shaped events in the book of
Exodus.
The Andromeda Evolution Michael
Crichton 2019-11-12 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Fifty years after The
Andromeda Strain made Michael
Crichton a household name—and spawned
a new genre, the technothriller—the
threat returns, in a gripping sequel
that is terrifyingly realistic and
resonant. The Evolution is Coming. In
1967, an extraterrestrial microbe
came crashing down to Earth and
nearly ended the human race.
Accidental exposure to the
particle—designated The Andromeda
Strain—killed every resident of the
town of Piedmont, Arizona, save for
an elderly man and an infant boy.
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Over the next five days, a team of
top scientists assigned to Project
Wildfire worked valiantly to save the
world from an epidemic of
unimaginable proportions. In the
moments before a catastrophic nuclear
detonation, they succeeded. In the
ensuing decades, research on the
microparticle continued. And the
world thought it was safe… Deep
inside Fairchild Air Force Base,
Project Eternal Vigilance has
continued to watch and wait for the
Andromeda Strain to reappear. On the
verge of being shut down, the project
has registered no activity—until now.
A Brazilian terrain-mapping drone has
detected a bizarre anomaly of
otherworldly matter in the middle of
the jungle, and, worse yet, the telltale chemical signature of the deadly
microparticle. With this shocking
discovery, the next-generation
Project Wildfire is activated, and a
diverse team of experts hailing from
all over the world is dispatched to
investigate the potentially
apocalyptic threat. But the microbe
is growing—evolving. And if the
Wildfire team can’t reach the
quarantine zone, enter the anomaly,
and figure out how to stop it, this
new Andromeda Evolution will
annihilate all life as we know it.
The Didymus Contingency Jeremy
Robinson 2007-02 If you could go back
in time...and witness any
event...where would you go? When Dr.
Tom Greenbaum faces that question
after successfully discovering the
secret to time travel, he knows the
time, place and event he will
witness: the death and failed
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Dr.
David Goodman, Tom's colleague and
closest friend follows Tom into the
past, attempting to avert a timespace catastrophe, but forces beyond
their control toss them into a
dangerous end game where they are
tempted by evil characters, betrayed
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

by friends, pursued by an assassin
from the future and haunted by a
demon that cannot be killed. Visit
the author at
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com.
Antarktos Rising Jeremy Robinson 2008
Through a seismic event the world is
irrevocably changed. A handful of
survivors struggle to claim the now
lush and pristine conintent for
themselves find a world they didn't
bargain for.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Klaus Schwab 2017-01-03 Worldrenowned economist Klaus Schwab,
Founder and Executive Chairman of the
World Economic Forum, explains that
we have an opportunity to shape the
fourth industrial revolution, which
will fundamentally alter how we live
and work. Schwab argues that this
revolution is different in scale,
scope and complexity from any that
have come before. Characterized by a
range of new technologies that are
fusing the physical, digital and
biological worlds, the developments
are affecting all disciplines,
economies, industries and
governments, and even challenging
ideas about what it means to be
human. Artificial intelligence is
already all around us, from
supercomputers, drones and virtual
assistants to 3D printing, DNA
sequencing, smart thermostats, wearable sensors and microchips smaller
than a grain of sand. But this is
just the beginning: nanomaterials 200
times stronger than steel and a
million times thinner than a strand
of hair and the first transplant of a
3D printed liver are already in
development. Imagine “smart
factories” in which global systems of
manufacturing are coordinated
virtually, or implantable mobile
phones made of biosynthetic
materials. The fourth industrial
revolution, says Schwab, is more
significant, and its ramifications
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more profound, than in any prior
period of human history. He outlines
the key technologies driving this
revolution and discusses the major
impacts expected on government,
business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also offers bold ideas on
how to harness these changes and
shape a better future—one in which
technology empowers people rather
than replaces them; progress serves
society rather than disrupts it; and
in which innovators respect moral and
ethical boundaries rather than cross
them. We all have the opportunity to
contribute to developing new frameworks that advance progress.
Unconventional Warfare (Special
Forces, Book 1) Chris Lynch
2018-11-27 Discover the secret
missions behind America's greatest
conflicts. Danny Manion has been
fighting his entire life. Sometimes
with his fists. Sometimes with his
words. But when his actions finally
land him in real trouble, he can't
fight the judge who offers him a
choice: jail... or the army. Turns
out there's a perfect place for him
in the US military: the Studies and
Observation Group (SOG), an elite
volunteer-only task force comprised
of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green
Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA
agent or two. With the SOG's focus on
covert action and psychological
warfare, Danny is guaranteed an
unusual tour of duty, and a hugely
dangerous one. Fortunately, the very
same qualities that got him in
trouble at home make him a naturalborn commando in a secret war. Even
if almost nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction
series based on the real-life, topsecret history of US black ops.
A Handbook of Reflective and
Experiential Learning Jennifer A.
Moon 2013-04-15 This handbook acts as
an essential guide to understanding
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

and using reflective and experiential
learning - whether it be for personal
or professional development, or as a
tool for learning. It takes a fresh
look at experiential and reflective
learning, locating them within an
overall theoretical framework for
learning and exploring the
relationships between different
approaches. As well as the theory,
the book provides practical ideas for
applying the models of learning, with
tools, activities and photocopiable
resources which can be incorporated
directly into classroom practice.
This book is essential reading to
guide any teacher, lecturer or
trainer wanting to improve teaching
and learning.
Next Michael Crichton 2011-11-22
Contains an exclusive preview of
Micro by Michael Crichton and Richard
Preston. Is a loved one missing some
body parts? Are blondes becoming
extinct? Is everyone at your dinner
table of the same species? Humans and
chimpanzees differ in only 400 genes;
is that why a chimp fetus resembles a
human being? And should that worry
us? There's a new genetic cure for
drug addiction—is it worse than the
disease? We live in a time of
momentous scientific leaps, a time
when it's possible to sell our eggs
and sperm online for thousands of
dollars and to test our spouses for
genetic maladies. We live in a time
when one fifth of all our genes are
owned by someone else, and an
unsuspecting person and his family
can be pursued cross-country because
they happen to have certain valuable
genes within their chromosomes . . .
Devilishly clever, Next blends fact
and fiction into a breathless tale of
a new world where nothing is what it
seems and a set of new possibilities
can open at every turn. Next
challenges our sense of reality and
notions of morality. Balancing the
comic and the bizarre with the
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genuinely frightening and disturbing,
Next shatters our assumptions and
reveals shocking new choices where we
least expect. The future is closer
than you think.
Season of the Witch David L. Golemon
2019-08-23 The continuing adventures
of Colonel Jack Collins and the rest
of Department 5656--better known as
the Event Group--as they fend off an
attack at their very heart while they
must deal once again with history
beginning to repeat itself.
Drive Daniel H. Pink 2011-04-05 The
New York Times bestseller that gives
readers a paradigm-shattering new way
to think about motivation from the
author of When: The Scientific
Secrets of Perfect Timing Most people
believe that the best way to motivate
is with rewards like money—the
carrot-and-stick approach. That's a
mistake, says Daniel H. Pink (author
of To Sell Is Human: The Surprising
Truth About Motivating Others). In
this provocative and persuasive new
book, he asserts that the secret to
high performance and satisfaction-at
work, at school, and at home—is the
deeply human need to direct our own
lives, to learn and create new
things, and to do better by ourselves
and our world. Drawing on four
decades of scientific research on
human motivation, Pink exposes the
mismatch between what science knows
and what business does—and how that
affects every aspect of life. He
examines the three elements of true
motivation—autonomy, mastery, and
purpose-and offers smart and
surprising techniques for putting
these into action in a unique book
that will change how we think and
transform how we live.
28 Days: A Novel of Resistance in the
Warsaw Ghetto David Safier 2020-03-10
Inspired by true events, David
Safier's 28 Days: A Novel of
Resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto is a
harrowing historical YA that
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

chronicles the brutality of the
Holocaust. Warsaw, 1942. Sixteen-year
old Mira smuggles food into the
Ghetto to keep herself and her family
alive. When she discovers that the
entire Ghetto is to be
"liquidated"—killed or "resettled" to
concentration camps—she desperately
tries to find a way to save her
family. She meets a group of young
people who are planning the
unthinkable: an uprising against the
occupying forces. Mira joins the
resistance fighters who, with minimal
supplies and weapons, end up holding
out for twenty-eight days, longer
than anyone had thought possible.
Conspiracy (The Plot to Kill Hitler
#1) Andy Marino 2020-04-21 Based on
the real-life scheme to take down one
of history's greatest monsters, this
heart-pounding trilogy puts two
courageous kids at the center of the
plot to kill Adolf Hitler. Berlin,
November 1943. With bombing raids
commencing, the city is blanketed by
explosions. Siblings Gerta and Max
Hoffmann live a surprisingly carefree
childhood amid the raids. Berlin is a
city going about its business, even
as it's attacked almost nightly. But
one night, the air raid sirens wail,
and the Hoffmanns' neighborhood is
hit. A mortally wounded man comes to
their door, begging to be let in. He
asks for Karl Hoffmann, their father.
Gerta and Max watch as Karl tries in
vain to save the man's life. Before
he dies, the stranger gives their
father a bloodstained packet of
documents, along with a message: "For
the sake of humanity, the Führer must
die. Finish it, Karl!" Based on real
events, this is the story of two
children swept up in a fight for the
soul of Germany -- and the world.
The Third Gate Lincoln Child
2012-06-12 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• An archaeological expedition
digging where it shouldn’t ... A
crown so powerful it is rumored to be
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cursed ... And the one man who can
explain it all ... Deep in a nearly
impassable swamp south of the
Egyptian border, an archaeological
team is searching for the burial
chamber of King Narmer, the fabled
pharaoh. Narmer's crown might be
buried with him: the elusive "double"
crown of the two Egypts. Amid the
nightmarish, disorienting tangle of
mud and dead vegetation, strange
things begin to happen. Could an
ancient curse be responsible? Jeremy
Logan, history professor and master
interpreter of bizarre and
inexplicable enigmas, is brought onto
the project to investigate. What he
finds raises fresh questions ... and
immediate alarm.
White Peak Ronan Frost 2019-05-21
Ronan Frost's White Peak is a fastpaced action thriller full of deathdefying adventure. Greg Rask, a dying
tech billionaire, has invested
millions chasing miracle cures. None
of them are worth a damn, but he
refuses to give up. Now, he’s
gathering a team willing to go to the
ends of the earth chasing life. Each
of Rask's crew has beaten incredible
odds to rise from the ashes of their
old lives to where they are now.
Together, their next task is to
retrieve a painting that is believed
to hide a map which, if genuine,
marks it as a treasure of the
Ahnenerbe, the occult wing of the SS,
who had devoted dozens of expeditions
in search of the three cintamani
stones for their combined properties,
and the lost city where they were
rumored to lay hidden: Shambhala. But
a mystical brotherhood sworn to
protect the secrets of the
ancients—the same secrets that allow
its members to defy death—will stop
at nothing to ensure that Rask’s crew
fail. In an adrenalin-pumping quest
through some of the most savage
terrains known to man, the crew will
be pushed to the limits of endurance
event-group-adventure-1-david-lynn-golemon

and beyond.
The Traveler David L. Golemon
2016-07-05 267,000 BCE. The continent
was its own world, untouched by the
planet-wide catastrophe that ended
the reign of the dinosaurs over
sixty-five million years before. A
traveler arrives in the jungles of
this ancient world who will fight to
survive carnivorous creatures in a
land never meant for human kind. In
another time and in a land far
distant, men and women struggle to
recover from the loss of so many of
their own in a battle. Inside of this
Group, Colonel Jack Collins has
summoned the best of the best from
the most secretive organization in
the United States government, The
Event Group, to help him in his
quest. The new mission is to recover
one of their own: to bring home a
lost soldier from a world that
existed in the distant past. To
accomplish the impossible, Department
5656, the Event Group, will have to
travel to a place and time far
removed from their own world - almost
300,000 years in the past. The trail
to find the technology to accomplish
time travel will be ripe with
treachery and murder as the Group
fights to bring home their friend,
Captain Carl Everett, a man that was
lost in a battle to save the world.
This will be a fight that if lost,
will change the very history of the
planet and thus our present.
Rewire Your Brain John B. Arden
2010-03-22 How to rewire your brain
to improve virtually every aspect of
your life-based on the latest
research in neuroscience and
psychology on neuroplasticity and
evidence-based practices Not long
ago, it was thought that the brain
you were born with was the brain you
would die with, and that the brain
cells you had at birth were the most
you would ever possess. Your brain
was thought to be “hardwired” to
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function in predetermined ways. It
turns out that's not true. Your brain
is not hardwired, it's "softwired" by
experience. This book shows you how
you can rewire parts of the brain to
feel more positive about your life,
remain calm during stressful times,
and improve your social
relationships. Written by a leader in
the field of Brain-Based Therapy, it
teaches you how to activate the parts
of your brain that have been
underactivated and calm down those
areas that have been hyperactivated
so that you feel positive about your
life and remain calm during stressful
times. You will also learn to improve
your memory, boost your mood, have
better relationships, and get a good
night sleep. Reveals how cutting-edge
developments in neuroscience, and
evidence-based practices can be used
to improve your everyday life Other
titles by Dr. Arden include: BrainBased Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based
Therapy-Child, Improving Your Memory
For Dummies and Heal Your Anxiety
Workbook Dr. Arden is a leader in
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integrating the new developments in
neuroscience with psychotherapy and
Director of Training in Mental Health
for Kaiser Permanente for the
Northern California Region Explaining
exciting new developments in
neuroscience and their applications
to daily living, Rewire Your Brain
will guide you through the process of
changing your brain so you can change
your life and be free of self-imposed
limitations.
Silver Tower Dale Brown 1989 It is
1992 and Silver Tower is America's
first permanent space station, used
in defence against intercontinental
ballistic missiles. As the Middle
East war between Iran and Iraq
escalates, the Russians and
American's are drawn into the first
limited nuclear war in space.
Legacy David L. Golemon 2012-05-22
When the discovery of a billion-yearold skeleton on the Moon triggers
violent uprisings, Jack Collins and
the Event Group work to discern the
skeleton's identity and find clues
about an ancient alien war that has
not yet ended.
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